
 

Schools Pack 
At The Literacy Hubs, Portsmouth, we are working to develop a city of confident and 

ambitious young people with the literacy skills they need to succeed in life.  

Working with The University of Portsmouth and Portsmouth City Council, we’re 

collaborating with local communities to create a range of literacy hubs across the area. 

Our first hub, The Pompey Pirates, is opening in Portsmouth this September. The Pompey 

Pirates provides an intensive, year-long after school catch up programme that works with 

children aged 9 to 13, focusing on the transitional years between primary and secondary 

school. The programme works exclusively with children who have been referred by their 

school and who are both falling behind in literacy and are from a disadvantaged 

background. We work with our schools to create a bespoke programme to suit the students’ 

needs.  

School closures in response to the COVID-19 pandemic have made our catch up programme 

even more crucial as the literacy gap between those less advantaged children and their 

peers has become wider. The Sutton Trust has reported that: “School closures during the 

COVID-19 lock down could leave disadvantaged children with a learning loss of six months.” 

Our first hub, The Pompey Pirates, will support your school in closing this gap.  

 

 

http://www.theliteracyhubs.co.uk/
http://www.portsmouthpirates.org/


 

 

 

Children living in low-income households are twice as likely to have fallen below expected 

levels in reading and writing by the age of 11. Our programme is specifically designed for 

those pupils in your school who are both falling behind and have fewer opportunities. You 

can refer a student in years 5, 6 7 & 8 to our intensive, year long, after-school programme. 

By the end of an academic year with us, your students will be on their way to catching up 

with their peers and be confident learners, able to persevere in classroom work. 

The Pompey Pirates programme is devised and led by teachers, supported by volunteers, 

and takes place in a bespoke pirate themed learning environment. As teachers we 

understand how important it is to tailor the programme to your school. Therefore, we work 

with our schools to tailor the curriculum to your students' needs.  

How our programme helps your students 

There are four key components to the programme which help pupils to succeed:  

1. Extra adult attention - learning is done in small groups with one to one 

support provided for pupils. The programme provides 2.5 hours a week of 

extra literacy catch up. 

2. Reading for pleasure - reading enjoyment is clearly linked to success in 

reading. The programme's weekly reading time promotes comfortable and 

positive reading. Pupils also have access to an extensive lending library.  

3. Inspiring learning - pupils work offsite after school at the Ship, which provides 

a safe and stimulating learning environment designed to support and 

encourage pupils who are disengaging and losing confidence. 

4. Publishing projects - focusing on redrafting improves writing outcomes. The 

programme's motivating, published writing projects, such as books, films, 

podcasts and radio shows, develop perseverance and writing skills through 

drafting and redrafting. The books will be published and showcased in 

Portsmouth Independent bookshop, Pigeon Books; the films will be shown in 

Portsmouth’s no.6 independent cinema; and the radio shows will be 

showcased on Express FM.  



Our quest 
 

Your students will supercharge their reading levels. By the end of 

the programme your students will be on the way to catching up 

with their peers. 

 

 

 

They will become more confident in reading and writing.  Our 

motivating,  published writing projects (including books, films and 

podcasts) develop perseverance and writing skills through drafting 

and redrafting. 

 

 

They will discover a love for reading and even read for fun. Our 

weekly reading time promotes comfortable and positive reading 

experiences motivated by choice and supporting key reading skills. 

Pupils read with a 1-1 volunteer who has been trained by The 

Literacy Hubs in specialist reading intervention. Pupils also have 

access to our lending library. 

 

 

 

  



Impact and outcome 

Impact measurement is at the heart of what we do . The Pompey Pirates Programme was 

created in collaboration with The Literacy Pirates who won the Big Impact Award from the 

Foundation for Social Improvement last year.  

We will use the following tools to monitor and evaluate our impact:  

● Baseline and follow-up surveys asking teachers, pupils and parents to rate 

statements describing confidence and perseverance 

● STAR reading tests and writing assessment using the CLPE writing scale. 

● Reading age assessments. 

Ofsted Ready impact Report:  

All our impact is collated into an Ofsted ready impact report for schools to showcase their 

involvement in the programme and the progress the children have made.  

 

For more information or to book in a school meeting email becca@theliteracyhubs.co.uk 
or call 07545133089.  

  

mailto:becca@theliteracyhubs.co.uk


Pricing 
£300 per pupil  
Includes: 

2.5 hours per week working 1 to 1 with an expert volunteer (PGCE students, retired teachers 

or literacy professionals) for 1 academic year - that’s £3 per hour of 1 to 1 tuition 

Each session is led by a qualified english teacher 

Healthy snacks at each session 

Access to our extensive lending library fully stocked with the latest childrens and young 

adult books suitable for all reading ages and stages 

Use of state of the art technology to produce projects 

Access to our fantastical space 

3 Professionally published projects created in collaboration with local creatives: 

- 1 Book published and showcased in local independent bookshop Pigeon Books 

- 1 Film screened at independent cinema, No. 6 

- 1 Radio play aired on Express FM  

Parent and carer engagement 

Exciting celebration events including book launch, film premier and young pirate graduation 

Meeting with the school to tailor the program to the cohort’s needs  

Impact data collection throughout the programme 

Ofsted-ready impact reporting  


